
Ll Push You Steer: The Ultimate Guide to
Adventure and Thrill
Do you dream of embarking on thrilling adventures that will get your adrenaline
pumping? Are you looking for the perfect activity that combines excitement and
team spirit? Look no further! Ll Push You Steer is the ultimate adventure sport
that will take you on an unforgettable journey like no other.

What is Ll Push You Steer, you ask? Well, imagine yourself hurtling down a steep
slope in a specially designed vehicle, relying only on your team's coordination
and trust. Ll Push You Steer is all about teamwork, communication, and the
adrenaline rush that comes from an intense adventure. It's a combination of
human-powered go-karting and extreme off-road racing, giving you an experience
that will leave you craving for more.

How Does It Work?

In Ll Push You Steer, you and your team will be strapped into a unique go-kart-
like vehicle called a wrangler. Picture a sturdy four-wheeled contraption built for
speed, maneuverability, and rough terrains. Each member of your team will have
a crucial role to play – a driver, a navigator, and two pushers.
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The driver takes control of the steering, while the navigator ensures that you're on
the right track. The pushers, as the name suggests, provide the power needed to
propel the wrangler forward, using their sheer strength and determination. It's a
true test of coordination and communication as you navigate through exhilarating
twists and turns, speeding against the clock or competing with other teams.

Where Can You Experience Ll Push You Steer?

Ready to get your heart racing? Ll Push You Steer is gaining popularity around
the world and can be experienced in a variety of settings. From purpose-built
tracks to natural landscapes with challenging terrains, there's an endless array of
locations that offer the perfect backdrop for this thrilling adventure.

Imagine racing through a dense forest, dodging trees and flying past obstacles, or
tearing across a vast desert, feeling the wind in your hair and the rush of
adrenaline. Whether you're looking for an urban jungle or a remote wilderness,
there's bound to be a destination that suits your preferences and level of thrill-
seeking.

Who Can Take Part in Ll Push You Steer?

One of the best aspects of Ll Push You Steer is that anyone can participate. It
doesn't matter if you're an adventure enthusiast or a rookie looking to try
something new. This exciting sport is suitable for individuals of all ages and
fitness levels. Plus, the team aspect of Ll Push You Steer fosters a sense of
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camaraderie, making it a popular choice for corporate team-building activities and
group outings.

Whether you're a group of friends, colleagues, or a family looking for an
exhilarating bonding experience, Ll Push You Steer offers the perfect blend of
adventure, teamwork, and fun.

Why Choose Ll Push You Steer?

The thrill of Ll Push You Steer lies not only in the physical challenges and the
breathtaking landscapes but also in the intangible experiences that come with it.
This adventure sport pushes you out of your comfort zone, tests your limits, and
helps you discover strengths you didn't know you had.

Moreover, Ll Push You Steer is not just about the individual experience. It's about
forming lasting connections with your teammates, learning to trust and rely on
each other, and celebrating victories as a cohesive unit. The sense of
accomplishment that comes from successfully navigating treacherous terrains is
unparalleled.

Additionally, Ll Push You Steer allows you to immerse yourself in the beauty of
nature and appreciate the world around you. As you race through forests,
deserts, or mountains, you will be filled with awe at the wonders of the
environment, fostering a deeper respect and connection to the natural world.

Ll Push You Steer is not just an adventure sport; it's a life-changing experience.
The excitement, teamwork, and thrill it offers make it an ideal choice for
adventure enthusiasts and those seeking an adrenaline rush. So, gather your
team, prepare for an unforgettable journey, and let Ll Push You Steer be the
catalyst for your next great adventure. Get ready to push your boundaries, steer
towards new horizons, and create memories that will last a lifetime.
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Welcome to the Kindle Edition of the inspirational and humorous I’ll Push You
Steer!

This book is a collection of humorous and inspiring stories by a couple of women
who, by society’s standards, have “disabilities.” Bonnie Tesh is a cancer survivor
3 times over. Ronda Del Boccio has been “legally blind” since birth (which she
says means she’s illegally sighted!

They think of life’s challenges as “speed bumps” rather than setbacks and believe
you can learn from and laugh about life.

If you could use some stress relief and a good belly laugh, this book is for you.

Reverend Norman Ramsey (www.TheColorsOfGrace.com) even wrote a song for
this book. You may hear it and receive several other bonus gifts by clicking the
link you’ll discover inside the book.
.
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Some of the chapters include, “You Can’t Get a Man with a Dog,” “Why the Heck
Are you afraid to laugh?” and “Squeeze Please.”

What People are Saying

Delightful!!!! You, my dear, are a gifted writer. Please let me know when your new
book comes out. I definitely want a copy.

Terri Hardy
**********
This is wonderful, Bonnie. The writing is simple and elegant, and you and your
co-author come across as wise and funny—as people everyone would enjoy
meeting. The book is well structured and engaging from the start.
I believe humor is a powerful healing force. You’re offering the public something
valuable.
Hope you have great success with this.
Best,
Mark Spencer, Dean, School of Arts and Humanities University of Arkansas at
Monticello

About This Book
On occasion, we speak of our personal spiritual beliefs in this book. We realize
that there are those people whose beliefs differ from ours and we respect that. It
is our hope that this book will be of help to all people everywhere and that
everyone who reads it will benefit from our efforts.
We have centered the book on experiences with cancer and blindness. These
challenges have helped us become the women we are today, but we believe the
information herein will be of benefit to anyone with any kind of disability, anyone
dealing with a debilitating disease, or anyone who faces challenges in life.



Our hope is that this book will touch you in some way that will make your life a
little better and that you in turn, will help someone else along the way.
To a happy life,

Bonnie Tesh
Ronda Del Boccio
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